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ALGORITHMIZATION OF ALGEBRAS AND RELATIONAL STRUCTURES 
Karel CULIK, Praha 
The simple and natural concept of algorithm over a re-
lational structure is introduced which is an essential ge-
neralization of the traditional concept of term and is re-
lated to the conoept of program in programming languages 
for computers. The individual operations of the relational 
structure correspond to elementary algorithms and the indi-
vidual relations of the relational structure allow the bran-
ching of the algorithm. Branch equivalence of algorithms is 
introduced. 
!• Relational structures with relations in Jk -valued 
logics 
A relational structure is determined 1) by its set of 
objects Ofcj> 4* 0 9 2) by its set of operation Cfjyts , 
when an /n,-ary operation £(Vn') s (XpM, , where m, 2: 4 , is 
a function such that j2f# Dcrmoum, i*"* c CfJtfy"1' and 
Jlamqe, £(mA c 0X& , and finally 3) by its set of rela-
tions SUJL , when an tn -ary relation fr e $U£ f where 
<*t ~ 4 j is characterized extensionally by the requirement 
AMS, Primary 02£10, 6SA0S Ref* 2.2.65, 8,741 
Secondary 6BA20, OSAOB 
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ftjUcL <frCm,> c Oiy,"1' . The equality relation * -4" 
belongs to &&& always* 
It is tacitly assumed that each qf G. %tt is an 
frt -ary relation in the usual 2 -valued logic , which 
means that q-c<ft> may be considered as an m -ary func-
tion such that Domain qf™'» Cfi^1, and Range (%> c 
c {true, false} , where true and false are the two truth 
values of the 2 -valued logic, which should be different 
from all objects of the relational structure. 
Therefore a complete characterization of the relational 
structure should be as follows: < CfJbfr^ P*M,faJh&},0ftM>ffle£>f 
where in SteZ are functions of certain sort also; thus 
we call such a structure an algorithmic algebra. 
If we assume for a moment that for an arbitrary jfe .£* 
2s 2 ,that M , 2 ,.•.,. fc ) is a fixed denotation and orde-
ring of all fc, truth values of Sin -valued logic (the truth 
value should be distinguishable from the objects), then an 
n Ml) 
fin -ary relation in A-valued logic %^c^ niay *>e con-
sidered as a function such that Domain <$gjL = Ofy!*' and 
Range qfijj^ c ( 1 , 2 , . , , , ^ } , which i s characterized 
extensionally by the sequence \fy^ > frfc > '" * frlk, 
of length H such that: 
( l a ) <£*<=. ati!* <*'?> n a c ^ « 0 for all <i,&~4,1,..., *>, 
where <, 4= £ , and 0U <fr
l?°- <%}'"' » 
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where A -6 i, & M, , for all qz e Oiq, and each & -= 
For example, if we identify A & true, 2 =s false 
and c$£ s <&-C*° > then according to (1.1) tb' <tion 
^cm.) 'in 2-valued logic) ia charac-* ne fol-
lowing sequence: C %MJUI ^ \ Ofy/*- $irtd, g,***) . 
Everywhere further in an algebra it will be admitted 
that there are particular relatione in Jfe. -valued logic for 
many different values of & . Moreover it will be admitted 
that the operations are partial, and in fact, also partial 
relations may be admitted. 
2* Enrichment of the language of terms 
Ignoring the quantifier a, an axiom of an algebra ia 
U8ually the following atring of aymbola: T^ a*̂  T^ where 
Xj and T 2 are terms and
 M « A
H is the symbol of the 
equality relation from JUJt . The terms are defined, using 
a aet Van, of symbols called (individual) variablea, aa 
follows: 1) each variable is a term; 2) the atring 
£c"v> I*,,-....* x ^ ) ia a term (called elementary) if 
^ 6 fe for -i* 4,2,...? m, , and •f«^>« is the 
symbol of an operation from VpK , 3) the atring 
ifm'> (X,,..., T ^ ) ia a term if T^ ia a term for 
4 » 4 , 2 , . . . , m . , and * f ^ " ia the symbol of an 
operation from Ofyut, (uaually for ert m 2 the 8tring 
Cx^i X ^ ) ia uaed inatead of the atring 
£ c a ) Cx , X^ ) ). Obviously the set (Jft/t, must be 
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distinguished from the set SnfmA'Gft/t> of symbols of 
operations from (Xpn- • 
Each term determines an algorithm, i.e. a complete 
prescription for the consecutive application of opera-
tions from Cfyvfc 9 in a familiar way, which will be re-
called by the following example in numerical algebra. 
The term T * CCdt'-'yJ^ -**" (̂.-t- z*)^ > v , all the right-
hand brackets of which are labelled by mutually different 
variables not occurring in it, is transformed into the 
algorithm 
( 2 . 1 ) A - a Í Ä - ^ - S í t } ty+ЯmttГ; t /oГ 
• L - ^ > v — v ' ' 
C - C * 
where three applications of operations C^ , C^ and C
? 
(separated by semicolons) are distinguished and called ope­
rational rules or commands, and " a»;
 tt
 is a new aymbol 
(called assignation in programming languages). The com­
mands are executed consecutively from the left to the right. 
The above mentioned transformation of T into A
T
 ia 
unique if the following requirement is accepted; always the 
left most possible occurrence of operation must be applied. 
Without this requirement one may get an other algorith 
(2.1*) A*. -» (<$> + *** sir-, *-<£ = ;* | t/itmtmr > . 
An algorithm of operational commands (as a prescrip-
tion) is used as follows. An operational command C is, 
in general, the following string 
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(2.2) C - C f ^ C - X ^ ^ X ^ - i X a ) , 
where on the left, right hand side of the assignation is 
an elementary term, a variable, respectively. If some va-
lues (i.e. objects) of the variables x^ 9 4 -£ *£ -£ m, , 
are prescribed, then it means that a function & e Oo£ , 
called (initial) state, is prescribed, such that GCx^) 
is the corresponding value*ob:ject . The operation f <m* 
should be applied to the prescribed values of #,-, x£>#** 
... , x/W/ and the resulting function value 
£c<nyC0(x^), &(x2) ,,.., &(*„,) ) should be as-
signed, to the variable xQ , which means that a new (re-
jmlting) state 0* m C 6 is determined as follows: 
6*(x0)=*£
(m')Ce'(x^)> 0(^),..., V(x^)) , 
(2.3) 
6*(t) = &(*) for each t e Vox, such that t 4* x0 . 
E.g. in the example (2.1) let us start with the in-
put state 0Q e (tt£tfe*' such that CT0 Cx) -= 40 , 
0Q(n^) s* 4 and 6*0 (&) -» 2 (tha remaining variables 
do not matter), i.e. the arithmetic expression 
C(40 - 4 ) / (4 4- 2 ) ) should be evaluated. .Oxen according 
to (2.3) one will get consecutively: 6. « C. 6*. . for 
i « 4, 2., 3 , and ^ (a,) m 0o(x) - % (&)** 40-4 » 9 , 
01(Xr) m <SA((&) ^^(z,) ** er0(&)+ %Cz) ** 4 + 2 ** 3 , 
and 6T$Cc) » 0%<€i)/0%<*) * e;ra)/^o) m 9/3 - 3 . 
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We stopped with the output state 61 . 
Two terms T. and T* are equivalent if there is a 
one-to-one mapping <p of the set of variables of T^ on-
to the set of variables of T 2 such that after replace-
ment each occurrence of a variable x in ^ by cp Cx) 
the term T* arises from the term T^ . 
The variables x, ̂ , * (which occur in T ) are 
called input variables of the algorithm A T , and the va-
riable e (which does not occur in T ) ia called the 
output variable of A T . The algorithm A T ia abbrevia-
ted by a single generalized operational command 
(2*4) A T ( * , <^x oo ) *m: e , 
where on the left, right hand side of the assignation oc-
cur all the input, output variables of A T , respectively 
(their ordering is unessential), and A T may denote a 
composed operation F ( 3 > , i.e. Domain FC3> c C 8 ^ 3 
and Range FC3> c (#&£, , usually denoted by the original 
term T , which ia determined and evaluated by the algo-
rithm A T with respect to all possible input states and 
the corresponding output states. 
The enrichment of the language of terms, which was 
necessary in order to be able to express the algorithms of 
operational commands, is rather simple* On the other hand 
the language of terms itself is unsufficient, because a 
lot of composed operations used in numerical algebras can-
not be expressed in it. The simplest example of such com-
posed operation is the absolute value \x \ , defined usu-
ally aa follows: 
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< =:* for x as 0 , = - # for .x << 0 , i»e* for oc which 
doee not satisfy * > 0 , where • - n , " 2: " and * -c w 
are well known symbols of operations and relations in nu­
merical algebras* It is clear that the relations must be 
taken in account and the branching of algorithms must be 
allowed and uniquely determined* 
3* Conditions 
First of all all the truth values required in Sect. 1 
are superfluous and may be forgotten, because they may be 
replaced by the variables as follows. If 9^^ c Xei 
and [ t i ^ a ^ M , , a^l is a Jk-tuple of variables, then 
let oS*? ^ a , be a function* called *-valued 
condition (derived from the relation in Jk, -valued logic 




(rt*> <*rľ „ ^ Ч,"*э °m) - **, > ***** Ą * l * Л; 
i "" * 3 S <°i»—» °«. ) > *here °ii € ^ for •aeh 
3. -1 4, 2,..., m, . 
Therefore Domain *£*', * . . . . . , «*l - Mfr'"' «"-* 
Range *££.,*.,,•••,**>- c ^*t > * J » ' " ' * * ^ 
Let &el .•«•/• - be the set of all conditions derived from 
&e£ by 1!tvt- . No* a complete characterization of an 
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arbitrary algorithmic algebra is as follows: 
< (TJtty, iXw 9 Ofa*} yte£cnX**>l ^ * whara tha truth values are 
omitted, although all relations in to,-valued logic are ad-
mitted for each Jk, * 2, 3,..# . 
A h -valued condition cu^, „ - , whara 
a^ 4* a,- for i # i- and £, & « 4, 2,,,., 4t, , allows tha 
decision making among <& possibilities! and therefore 
this is a suitable tool for the determination of branching 
algorithms (it is assumed J& 2r 2 )• 
On the other hand if a^ =* cu- for t>, #- » 4,2,.., ., -fc. , 
there is no decision making, because only one possibility 
is admitted* Such a degenerated condition determines no 
branching (and it could be replaced by its single variable 
cu^ which ia its value independently on the state)* 
The string 
(3.2) C -*!£,..., a*"/** X^ ' 
where ^ . . . . , ^ - j € ^ c ^ ; , and *4 e 1 & * fox * -
-» 1, 2,..#, /a , is called decision command (it corresponds 
to the elementary term over the operations and if /n** M,» 2 
then it is replaced by the following string 
m - "s **£<&*' ia a (current) •*<*m "H^P ' * "e *** 
state, then the execution of the decision command (3.2) 
means only the determination of the resulting variable 
and does not cause any change of the state G . 
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E-«- " *Cs,**i C*>V)U or,'x *Vt*,%*& is a 
decision command and if G'C*) =-* 4, &(f$,) =* 2 , then the 
resulting variable is o^ , etc* 
It is convenient to have the stopping command STOP, 
the execution of which means that no further command may 
be executed* 
In order to make the further considerations easier let 
us distinguish two sorts of variables: the labels from o&itr 
and the proper variables from PVa/v , where ota£r u Yl&Jt = 
as tjkvt, and a&air n 1)a>% » 0 . Then in the decision command 
(3.2) always a^eXair for ̂  » 4, 2,.,,,*% and x• e YTaK 
for $, .=» 472 „ . 7 trt . Thus the algorithmic algebra is cha-
racterized by < C&g, 9 YVaHs, OCfuc , '^- Ĉ5gttĴ -j > • Let Com, 
be the set of all commands over this algebra, where we add 
(for rather formal reasons) the following strings 
(3.3) xsinfi*, where x, q, & Y Van. -
which are called restoring commands. Obviously the resto-
ring commands correspond to the identity operation in (Rj£ * 
Further let us add the following strings 
(3.4) 0=-: <^, where o e CK£ , ty e YVcuc , 
which are called input commands and which correspond to the 
constant operations. It is assumed that COfy is the set of 
symbols, which may be written here and which do not denote 
anything further but only themselves (it is superfluous to 
distinguish between the number 2 and the numeral 2 • he-
re only the numerals are concerned). 
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It is convenient to include the restoring and the in-
put commands into the set of operational commands, and it 
is clear what change of state is caused by them. 
The particular commands may be considered as the ele-
mentary algorithms and the main question is how to compose 
them in order to get all possible algorithms over the al-
gebra under the consideration. 
The occurrence of a proper variable on the right hand 
side of the assignation in an operational, restoring or in-
put command is called the defining occurrence and all other 
occurrences of proper variables in all sorts of commands 
are called applied occurrences of proper variables* 
4. Algorithms over an algebra 
A finite (totally) ordered set A » <Kci\...9 K C N >) of 
pairs K c i )« < & a \ Cu) > , where Jfra) e &z£r, Ca*e 
6 Cotnt and 
(4.1) Jb>*° + Jtr& for * + £ and i, £-4,2,...,.N , 
is called algorithm (or program) over the algorithmic al-
gebra < 03b% , Titan., <XfW , 9t*Zttfcfrl* if *-*•*• exists at 
least one branch of A , which is defined as follows. 
A finite sequence J s (X .-j, K2,... , K ^ ) is called 
a branch of the set A , if the following requirements are 
satisfied: 
(4.2) (i) K^-K**** for each -t * 4,2,..., Jft , where 
1 * ££ £ N , 
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( i i ) X-f « K
C4)
 % 
( i i i ) ]C - Ka) where tU) « STOP and -1 £ v* 
& I * H ; 
(iv) if X 4 - K ^ where 1 ^ *, <: 4* , then C ^ V 
4= STOP, and if C f^ ia operational, then A -6 #. -6 J\I 
and ^ = X ^ , but if C«*»-9£i...,^^ f.-,-w) 
is a decision command then there exist integers /t , 
i ̂ - /c *4 & , a.nd * , 4 -6 * -£ Jtf such that >erc*}«. o^ 
and X 4 ^ - K * > , 
(v) there exists -i , A -a. i, £ J(L such that JĈ  «• 
» K c^ where 4 -6 £ -£ K and C^* ia an operational 
command, which ia not an input command* 
The finite sequence 03 =* (C± C^ ,.*., C^ ) ia cal-
1 2 . $, 
led operational branch of the branch B of A if OB 
arised ftom B by omitting of 
(4.3) (i) all labels &<**, A £ I 4* H j and 
(ii) all decision and stopping commands (and all su-
perfluous brackets and commas). 
A proper variable which occurs in the branch 3 , i.e. 
in a command of 3 , is called input, output variable of B , 
if its first, last occurrence in B respectively, is the 
applied, the defining occurrence, respectively. Let Chvfv^ , 
Cftut̂ fvB be the set of all input, output variables of 3 , 
respectively. Obviously 3nfi^ 4- 0 4* GUtfi*^ . A proper 
variable, which occurs in an input command of 3 , is 
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called a parameter of 3 . Let 3bvo„ be the set of all 
K> 
parameters of £ * 
Let us define 
(4.4) ^^h'^^^
(S»^A"^^ui^^m^^ 
where 3/ĉ  is the set of all branches of the algorithm A , 
and let each x € ^riff* ? -* e CCuXp,^ be called input, 
output variable of the algorithm A , respectively. Finally 
let 
(4.5) A C 0Pn^A ) » : QHutp.A 
be the generalized operational command, which serves as an 
abbreviation of the algorithm A when it is used within an 
other algorithm. 
The algorithm A » CJC ;...,JC
C ) is applied to an 
arbitrary input state 6£ 6 CWy,'"5t*' (and we do matter 
only the partial state &0 L~ . ) as follows: we start 
I •Jfl>flsA 
with K. -» KC4> and 0^ , and, in general* if K^ » 
« JCC**j where -£ ̂  £ «6 Jf , and 64, .,4 have been deter-
mined, then the following three possibilities must be dis-
tinguished: 
a) C^..£^V*^,*a,.,.,*^>-*o^ j if £ <: Jf 
and Cft .C*.),,.., ft ̂ C o O ) c 2 ) < m u x ^ f c ^ , then 
%, * C**} 8 ^ 4 and K^ +^» x
c*4"f) , otherwise the 
algorithm is finished without any result (the restoring and 
input commands are included in this case); 
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and if there exists Jfc,, A 4s H_ ̂  N such that 
*?*„...,^<*.^h-><,^(*J)= ^ , then *• = 
* -̂i-i *n<3L X ^ * X ^ , otherwise the algorithm 
is finished without any result; 
c) CC^ * STOP; then the algorithm is finished (cal-
led stopped) and ^ . ^ is the> result called the output * 
state corresponding to the input state 0O in A • 
A more formalized description of the execution of the 
algorithm requires the following generalization of state: 
a state is a function 0 e (COb%> u 'Voav u Com,) aH" , and, 
further, that each input state 6'0 of algorithm A =-
* <£(/°,„., KcH)) must satisfy: 6Q(4r
a)) » CU) for 
-t̂  ss A ,2,,,,„,.# . Using this fact the next command which 
should be executed after a decision command C » 
39 frrv'^a^'"'^*' * when ^ is ***• current 
state, is denoted by the following expression: 
(4.6) ^C-.**^ f f U- ,""' P a* ) ) • 
If 641, i s the output state which corresponds to the 
input state &Q in the algorithm A then the sequence 
(K^,.*., K ^ , X ^ ^ ) defined by a ) , b) and c) i s a branch 
B of A j i f J ^ 8 { x i r M , \ } and (Xu£jvB -
« < ^ , , # # ; ^ J then the object 9 L ( ^ ) , where 4 -6 ̂  -£ .4», 
i s assigned to the /t-tuple of objects (6^ C.x ),<**,%(**)) • 
Therefore in this way there are ô  , where £ * J (XuJtp'A ' > 
n, -ary functions determined by the algorithm A ( i f a 1 1 
possibie input states are taken in account). We say that 
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these functions are evaluated by A . 
If £.-» 4 than tha unique function, which is evalu-
ated by the algorithm A , will be denoted aa f^ (or 
in a more detailed form aa £4 (x^,,.,7 x^ ) , or using tha 
generalized operational command aa £4 f *,-,.,,, x^)-= ; ̂  ) # 
The algorithm air/- , which evaluatea tha absolute 
value (2*5)> is as follows: 
C0»> tW CC2> 
(4.7) cdb*~ C<J^,0-*;t > ; < * $ , * 2 ^ 5 
xco> xci> xca> 
Qm QC«) Q<S) 
<i/v$T0?>, <*$,-*-* + >} <*rs,&T0T>) . 
K ^ • < , / V _ _ ^ -> 
X w X w > KC5> 
Then B„-CX«» X**, K<a>, X » ) and 3%~ CK
C0\Xi4>,Xc«\ KCS>) 
are the only two branchea of the algorithm oAr$ , 
:Jnft,& =x C U f i , B =- 3 n - f y » - f * ? , <3*t£ft0 •» Cfictfi.^ m Cfctift^ - * ^ 5 
and tout,- = 3 U m -- #**,* » U J . 
Let ?<& kiyuxs he tha aat of all functions which may 
be evaluated by algorithms over the algebra Abtcu — 
=. < C K £ ? P S & * , ; ( ^ ^ ^ let AMnay^ ba tha fol-
lowing algebra of the simplest arithmetic: <2^1 is the 
set of all natural numbers, OfU^ contains only the suc-
cessor function ^tceC4* (i.e. /SUA* Cx) « .x •* 4 for 
a = 0,4, ..# ), ̂ e^w contains only the equality relation 
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" =&" and TTJOJO , Stair contains the small l e t ters from 
the end, beginning of the Latin alphabet respectively , 
which are provided by indices being natural numbers* 
Theorem 1. Fct ^Jb^a^ contains a l l partial recur-
sive functions, and, using the Church thes is , each func-
tion from F&t^^, i s a partial recursive function. 
Proof* Let 0 € (X6̂  be the number zero. Then the 
following four algorithms evaluate the successor function 
/^uuc^ , the zero function ou/oCi)(*) ** 0 , the una-
ry identity 4CLC1)(M) » -X and the binary identity 
ui (x9ty>) ** fy >, respectively; 
S^L(<J^ ,W^Yx>- .^>- <tr2,$T0?» &u*
c4)M-*+; 
2utC/t)=*«tz(7x~;x>} <*%,<)*=:*>•, <*3,ST0P>) 
2*oCi)U )****> Tax-zee =* <*i 5 
3cLWml<Jbcl,*mix>}<A>19ST0T» 3d
(i)(x)~: X ; 
l U « . C < * « f . K - « ^ ^ ^ 
Jdi%) (*,«*) ~t«i- -
It is Known that starting with these four functions 
all partial recursive functions may be obtained by itera-
tive applications of three operators (of superposition, of 
primitive recursion and the (i> -operator). Therefore the 
theorem will be proved by the following three steps: 
a) superposition: if the function l 0 is evalu-
ated by the algorithm F*"1* over kirvcu ^ and if 
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the function £.C/n,) is evaluated by the algorithm 
F* for each i » 4, 2,-,,, /m- , then the function 
f'^^^^r'^r,^),-^ "J' 
is evaluated by the following algorithm over Xb%a,^ 
F ^ C O ^ F ^ 
-5<^,FJ^V^,.,,^^ 
=*:*„>; < ^ + a > S T 0 P > ) * 
where ^it^F^>=<5( i , ..., x ^ l and <&A*V>p{m,, » < ^ l ; 
b) primitive recursion: i f the function £f"t' ,i0n+ 
i s evaluated by the algorithm over Atea^ F C " ° , p ^ + 2 > f 
respectively, then the function f (Vn-4"1> f which ia de-
termined by the known requirements: 
f«*^V^,. . . ,^,0)«£c*V* t , - . - ,x^) , 
i s evaluated by the following algorithm over AfbtQs^ -
F ( ^ ^ ( < ^ , F ^ , , . . , ^ ) = : ^ > ; < j e r a , 0 = ; t > j < i r 9 , t = ^ ^ ^ a > ; 
<Jb;,ST0P>. < ^ , F f * + % , , , , . , x ^ , t , , « r ) = :*r> , 
< i r 6 r 6 u e « V t ) - « t > , < V * O i , ^ l > ' < 4 s >
S X D P > ) » 
where Gk^F(m.+4) «. * x. , , . . . , .V*'*
?> (~u*f*p(nt+4> « < w ? 
and P<a^p(^+4) •> < t ? 5, 
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e) (i, -operator: if the function f^m-+'f) is eva-
luated by the algorithm f»c'n'+'l) over Mrta,^ , then 
the function 
£w,f^f...,x/.>-. f ^ > C f * * % , , . . . , * * , * > « " , 
where on the right hand side the smallest integer ^ is 
denoted such that the equality in square brackets is sa-
tisfied (if there is no such integer then f ̂  remains 
undefined in this case), is evaluated by the following al-
gorithm over AJb^cxjL : 
TM=i<%0-r^>, <Xr a ,F
f ' n ^, . . . , .v ( n ,^>=:*>,<X 5 , ¥ ,= ;-fc> ; 
Ci) 
<A5f.,a.--f?ci^^Jev:l>; < ^ , a : « , ^ > j < i ^ ^ X a j > > - < ^ , ^ ^ (^ 
where t ^ r « ^ -• **^, . , , ,rf^J, <&^Fc-n,>- ***
 a a d 
Pa^Fc^> * * ^
} * 
5» Equivalencies of algorithms over algebras 
Let us consider an algorithm A over an algebra and 
let fttfi, s focp.-., *^ J and Ofcty-̂  «{<£,} (see the pre-
vious Sect#4)» If -Cô  ,,,,, o^ ? e &orruzivi> £A then by 
the application of the algorithm A to an arbitrary input 
state 6"0 such that ^ (*. ) =» o^ for £ *= f, 2, .,,,£* , 
the branch B of A is chosen uniquely (by the require-
ments a), b) and c))« We say that the H, -tuple (o^,,,,, o^) 
belongs to the branch B and let S5ow% be the set of 
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an K -tuples from Domain £A which belong to B -
The mapping PartA auch that .Domain PartA », 
« { OB j B e B/t,A } and Range PartA * I ®orrvB',3€ $ftA1 i s 
called partialization of the algorithm A i f 
(5.1) PorttA (OB)-.- %cmi for each B e B ^ * 
Obviously 
(5 .2 ) 2)d7rvQ n 2)om,tt; *0 i f 3K, * B' and A VJ 2fcmt, -= 
B D *>€• Pfc^ D 
cr %hmcwri> £A 
Now let us consider two algorithms A and A ^ 
with unique output variable over the algebras Klnos* and 
Ab%cu1 • We say that A^ is weaker than A 2 if there 
exists a mapping £ such that Domain £ = B*<A and 
Range $ c B/64 which satisfies the following two requi-
rements 
(5.4) -2)<ŵ B c Sbnij. w for each B e B/^ , 
(5.5) OB and 0($C3)) determine equivalent terms 
for each B a 3«.-A 
The algorithms A^ and A 2 are called branch equi-
valent if A* is weaker than A ^ and simultaneously A^ 
is weaker than A^ . 
Theorem 2. If A. and A 2 are two branch equivalent 
algorithms with unique output variable over some algebras, 
then f1 SB fA .i.e. there exists a one-to-one corres-
*1 *l 
pondence gp between 3nf->̂  and Cfnjt^ such that 
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%<*i,-,V- -V*'** '* —f *fV> • 
Proof follows immediately by the facts that 
and each 3 6 B/e^ , 
and further, that two equivalent terms always determine 
the same function* 
On the other hand there are terms T^ and T 2 which 
are not branch equivalent although I— -* £..- . E*g« in a 
numerical algebra one may take T^ =- ((•K + ' ^ X ) and T^ =• 
= ((,*.-&) + (^fc)) when the usual distributive law is as-
sumed, or in the minimal boolean algebra one may take X- -
« h ( X A Y ) ) and Ta • ( h X ) v C-iY» , etc. 
If we admit infinite algorithms and relations in lo-
gic with infinite many truth values (which are the symbols 
i - £ >'"> i > "• ) then the following definition and con-
struction are possible for each algebra Atna, — 
« <(%$>, Wivo, (ft&i •^ufate* and eacil a^^itfaLm -A over 
JLtrcas such that (Xu&p,* *» { ̂  I and 3wfi>A » 
= *C ̂ , x^ , , -,, x^ T • 
If 3to$ -» <3 1 1 B^, ,,# $ , i*e. a numhering of all 
branches of A is assumed, then the following ft -ary re-
lation A^fe,} i where .£>«IBflt^ I may be infinite, may 
introduced: 
be
foг ч, ш Ą ? 2., .•* . 
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) then let 
<^lf^Si>i<^f3T0'>) for **<* h-*A>- > ^he-
re it is assumed that Jj*** 4s Jtr^ if either 4 4- $> 
or &, + £, and therefore the following (may be infinite) 
algorithm is defined: 
(5.7) A*-«^M^., tl) c4> Oc,,...,.v>> ; 
/nf-M^WK /«*» r M ,\ / o w «™i>\ 
<*?\ ^..;<<+<.*-OT>,~,<«f. cf >,..., 
over the algebra Ajbwu^ such that 
(5.8) 0 ^ * a < % , P2&fc>*«* F ? W , 0$^**,Ct/t^lfee*contains 
the only relation (5.6) and cCctXr* contains as many 
labels as necessary, i.e. &&* may be infinite. 
Thus the following theorem is proved: 
Theorem 3. If A is an arbitrary algorithm with only 
one output variable over the algebra A&ta, then there 
exists an other algebra Afrav* satisfying (5.8) and 
(5.6), and an algorithm A * over Atonxu* satisfying 
(5.7) and such that A* and A are branch equivalent. 
Informally speaking Theorem 3 asserts that each algorithm 
may be replaced by an other one which is branch equivalent 
with it and which requires just one single relation being 
tested at the beginning. 
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